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NITB  works on technologies in 
association with government and 

private sector departments by 
establishing the Center of 

Excellence
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PROJECTS’ PROGRESS
AT A GLANCE
Started July, 2019
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To establish an ICT industry 
and expand the skills of the 

future generation.

INNOVATION
never stops here
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For a better governance,
the board shall be the leading 
authority to ensure the data 

security, integrity, consistency, 
and 24/7 availability of 
information for all the

public sector
organizations.
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e - Commerce Gateway 

Smart Office 

One Patient One ID

President Initiative for Cyber
Efficient Parliament 

 

Pakistan Post  Automation

Digital Locker

e - Stamping
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With faith, discipline and selfless devotion to duty, 
there is nothing worthwhile that you cannot achieve.

Quaid-e-Azam Muhammad Ali Jinnah
Founder of Pakistan
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Our IT Vision is to put in place an accelerated digitization 
ecosystem to enable socio-economic development, to expand 
knowledge-based economy and to spur the economic growth. 
There is no turning back as digital technology is anticipated to 
accelerate its pace in the coming years. Our commitment is 
steadfast, our resolve is deep and I am confident that with this 
resolution and under the visionary guidance of Honorable 
Prime Minister, we shall make Pakistan a “Digital Pakistan”.

Dr. Khalid Maqbool Siddiqui
Federal Minister (IT & Telecommunication)

In the spirit of democratic governance, revolutionary polices 
and visionary approach, the rapid adoption of Information and 
Communication Technology (ICT) is extremely important for 
the socio-economic development of Pakistan. The potential 
benefits of the digital transformation will not be apprehended 
unless countries continue to improve investment climates, 
capitalize on appropriate education and health and endorse 
good governance.

Mr. Shoaib Ahmad Siddiqui 
Secretary (IT& Telecommunication) 

Mr. Imran Khan
Prime Minister of Pakistan
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Pakistan has the kind of potential that is found in very few countries of the world. Given a bit of exposure, Pakistanis have a phenomenal 
skill set that is incomparable with many major countries of the world. As the world continues to advance in technology and IT, it is time for 
Pakistan to take a step forward and enter the digital age. My message to everyone is not to be so negative about Pakistan. I believe Paki-
stan will be able to reach the same level of technology as the rest of the world and will be a future technology hub for the world.

Mr. SHABAHAT ALI SHAH
CEO - NITB
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In the spirit of democratic governance, revolutionary polices 
and visionary approach, the rapid adoption of Information and 
Communication Technology (ICT) is extremely important for 
the socio-economic development of Pakistan. The potential 
benefits of the digital transformation will not be apprehended 
unless countries continue to improve investment climates, 
capitalize on appropriate education and health and endorse 
good governance.

Vision
“NITB envisions growing as a strategic enabler, by maximum utilization 
of available resources in the ICT industry, as a step towards the 
automated ecosystem, aspiring to develop knowledge-based economy 
and promoting socio-economic growth”.

“We are focused on uplifting the quality of life and improvement in the 
economic viability by ensuring the availability of relevant resources, 
reasonable, consistent, widespread, and industry standard ICT services 
for the citizens of Pakistan”.

National Information Technology Board is mandated by the government of Pakistan to provide new revenue and 
value-producing opportunities to the public sector organizations, with a wide range of technical guidance along with 
the advisory services, for the recognition of specific areas such as automation, design, development and
implementation.
 
The board is responsible for the development & implementation of national e-Governance policies, strategic plans, 
advisories, guidelines, frameworks, and consultancies for a sustainable holistic national digital echo system. It is to 
ensure efficient and smooth operations of public sector e-Government/Digital applications, provision of technical 
assistance, training, and facilitation in their emerging needs of automation.  

WHAT
WE DO?

Mission

Assurance of state of the public 
sector data security on

international industry standards 
and best practices.

Regular monitoring and reviews to 
ensure sustainable & accelerated 

digitization and e-Readiness for an 
e�cient e-Governance.
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TEAM
ENGAGEMENT
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EVENT
HIGHLIGHTS
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Duly approved by Federal Cabinet, NEGC, AGP, and an essential component of IT policy & MTDF; e-Office is 
a flagship initiative of MoIT aligned with GoP’s vision of employing digitization/e-Government as a tool for 
enhanced delivery of public services. It is a custom built ERP compliant to Federal Government rules of 
business, and exclusively owned by Government of Pakistan. It is instrumental to achieve SDG goals # 3, 5, 7, 
8, 12, 13, 16, 17, and backbone for G2G e-Governance.

Promises efficiency,
effectiveness, transparency 
in business processes, and 
accountability in decision 
making in a cost effective 

manner.

e-Office

Total Users Trained on
End User Training 

8,767
Total Users Trained on
Capacity Building Training 

207

Capacity Building Training
Support / Trouble Shooting

147Users of

28 Divisions

Capacity Building Training
App Admin

60 Users of

31 Divisions

7562
Active Users 

25% Savings 
In Annual POL Budget

up to

70% Savings 
In Annual Stationary Budget 

up to

100%
Transparency & Accountability
in Decision Making

up to

80%
Increase in Efficiency 

up toKPI’s

FLAGSHIP
PROJECTS
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EXPECTED BENEFITS

Time Saving

up to

80%



In collaboration with PMDU, NITB has launched Prime Minister Citizen’s Portal, 
and linked it with all federal and provincial public sector organization. Thus, 
enabling every citizen of Pakistan to register the problems/complaint relevant to 
any government institution and get them addressed in an efficient and effective 
manner within shortest possible time.
NITB takes pride in the development, operations, maintenance, and support of 
this service of national importance. 

 

Pakistani Citizens

493,705

Overseas Citizens         

39,946

Resolved Complaints        

1,2683,54

Signed-up Individuals 

535,134

Prime Minister
Citizen’s Portal

Prime Minister
Youth Pulse Programme
Kamyab Jawan foresees building institutional synergies 
and collaborations for promoting gender equality, 
rights-based youth empowerment and development. It is 
designed to restore the potential market opportunities for 
nation’s youth and providing them an opportunity for an 
equitable role in nation-building.
NITB takes pride in the development, operations, mainte-
nance, and support of this service of public interest. NITB 
has always been readily prepared to cater to any queries 
effectively without any server delays.  

No
complaint

will remain
unresolved 

Total Complaints            

14,38,522

E-Enablement of
Federal Investigation Agency (FIA)
To enhance efficiency, transparency, and accountabili-
ty in internal process/case management; NITB has 
played a pivotal role in the development of agency 
specific portal for FIA.  that has upgraded the case 
handling system in FIA. This portal enabled FIA to 
automate the overall process of case management, 
thus increasing the accountability and transparency of 
internal processes. It also facilitates connectivity 
between one zonal office and FIA using LAN and WAN 
technologies. 
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It is an agency specific e-Government application of 
MO/OPHRD developed in collaboration with National Informa-
tion Technology Board (NITB) to address the issues & 
problems of Pakistani Diaspora in an efficient, effective, and 
timely manner. 

Call Sarzameen
Application

Durust Daam
Durust Daam is another citizen oriented e-Government application 
developed by NITB and launched by Federal Information Technology and 
Telecommunications Minister Khalid Maqbool Siddiqui. It is an innovative 
mobile application that enables citizens of Pakistan to know the official 
prices of essential grocery items on daily bases. It also facilitates home 
delivery of the these items.

This application aims to facilitate citizen in services such as 
applying for domiciles, taxation procedures, vehicle 
distribution and transfer-related issues.

Digitalization of
Excise and Taxation 
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Excellent work done by @ShabahatAShah 
& his team at NITB. New app becomes

largest platform for purchase of kitchen items in Islamabad

Hamza Shafqaat
Deputy Commissioner,
Islamabad

 

       Dawn News | December 18, 2019

Within two months, DurustDaam has not 
only become a key tool for residents of
Islamabad to know the official rates of 
essential kitchen items but has also become the 
largest platform for purchase of green 
groceries

Durust Daam aims at 
delivering the grocery 

items at citizen’s 
doorsteps by conforming 

them to DC rates



Mera Bacha
Alert

CASE TRACKING
SYSTEM

To enhance the basic IT skills of supporting 
staff in public sector organizations; NITB 
offers three to six week training program. 
This self-paced IT training program is 
designed in collaboration with Virtual 
University (VU).

14000 individuals
have successfully completed

Basic IT Training (BIT)
for career progression and

enhance their capabilities in
o�cial business disposal. 

Mera Bacha Alert” is another innovative mobile 
application that will play a key role in the nation’s 
security and sensitivity towards the children.

It is an agency specific application for AG Office developed, 
deployed, and executed by NITB to enhance the transparency, 
efficiency, effectiveness, and accountability in the legal 
processes.  Law officers can get quick access to their cases 
and receive alerts (email) prior to the respective hearing dates. 
NITB has also delivered judicious routine managed services 
that enabled more than 500 lawyers to get registered across 
the nation.

linked with special 
Integrated Response 
Mechanisms such as the 
Integration of Police Call 
Centers and the
Edhi Homes and
broadcasting system 
through SMS alerts. 

Incorporated with AI-base 
face recognition and 
real-time case progress 
tracking feature. 

FPSC Online
Recruitment System 
It is an agency specific e-Government ERP 
for Federal Public Service Commission. It 
helps the individuals to apply online for the 
jobs of FPSC, thus increasing the visibility of 
the applicants and providing easy screening 
option for FPSC.

BIT
Trainings 
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Board of Investment
Visa Portal

NITB has done PM Office's digital transformation for establishing a 
smart e-Government infrastructure, by deploying integrated ICT 
equipment, and state of the art cyber security  system.

More than 36000
online work visa applications

have been received,
scrutinized

& issued

BIT training extended to all 
Federal Ministerial 

Staff of government

For online submission of applications for work 
visa, NITB has contributed in the development of 
this agency specific application for Board of 
Investment. More than 36000 online work visa 
application have been processed through it. 

Monitoring &
Evaluation System (M&ES)
Monitoring & Evaluation System (M&ES) developed 
by NITB is a generic e-Government application to 
enhance the operational efficiency of public sector 
organizations in their routine operations. 

It has played key role in the following 
domains:

PMIS - Establishment Division
NITB has successfully implemented Project Management Information 
System for Establishment Division and duly handed it over for smart 
digital usage. 

Computerization of
Prime Minister’s Secretariat Phase II
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14000 individuals
have successfully completed

Basic IT Training (BIT)
for career progression and

enhance their capabilities in
o�cial business disposal. 

Diaspora
Portal

“
“

Pakistani Diaspora Health Initiative (PDHI) is going to be an 
independent Identity working under the umbrella of MO/NHSRC 
and MO/OPHRDc and registered under section 42 of SECP. This 
initiative is taken to enhance operational efficiencies of the diaspo-
ra health community’s engagement. NITB is playing an active role 
in developing diasporad portal.
Education of & engagement with the diaspora health communities. 

Pakistan Post
Automation
NITB is proposing digitization to Pakistan Post Office through 
Central Software Solution CSS for providing technical assistance 
in routine operations for smart governance within the system. It 
will provide lean procedures to ensure delivery of public services 
to facilitate citizens across the country in an efficient and transpar-
ent way; with complete check and balance.

It is yet another innovative initiative taken by NITB to make all 
websites responsive and user-friendly to the disabled individuals 
to make them at par with others to explore and benefit from the 
opportunities of life.

City Islamabad
App
NITB take pride in developing ICT Islamabad application working 
under the Team of DC Islamabad, providing facilities as vehicle 
registration, excise & taxation, Record Management Information 
System, appointment request with public official, city guide, 
emergency response, upcoming events update to the citizens. 

Revamping of GOP Websites
on prescribed 3G Template
NITB has revamped approximately 34 Government of 
Pakistan's websites to enhance their accessibility to the 
general public through latest mobile devices. 

Educate & engage with the 
diaspora health community in 

shared interaction, mediating the 
needs of Pakistan with the interests 

of the diaspora communities

Dengue
Application
It is an e-Health application, aiming to serve the citizen with a 
single Platform for reporting the Dengue Cases to the administra-
tion in order to control the widespread disease by taking preven-
tive measures against the origin of the Dengue Virus.

Kisan
Digital Portal
NITB takes immense pride in being nominated by State Bank of 
Pakistan for the provision of data for approximately 01 million 
farmers for the Kisan Digital Portal under National Financial 
Inclusion strategy (NFIS). This portal aims to uplift agriculture side 
and to support farmers under National Financial Program 2023.

AAA Implementation on
all GOP Websites
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NITB under the new ordinance would intensify its 
e�orts for conversion of public sector organizations to 
e-Governance to ensure better 
service delivery.

Arif Alvi
President of Pakistan



e-Commerce
Platform
Another key project in NITB’s pipeline that aims to provide a single interface to e-Commerce 
enterprises through a unified hub and National e-Commerce Council for reviewing and 
implementation of Policies. This platform has an objective to encourage small e-Businesses and 
generate employment opportunities through digital connectivity.

Baytee
Mobile Application
NITB has designed this application for the 51% of the countries’ population. Since this is a 
women oriented program, it will be developed, operated and maintained by women. This 
application has been designed to empower women through technology. It aims at facilitating the 
ideal role for women in society and helps them to feel secure and empowered.

Find advocacy programs
on women rights

Find advocacy programs
on women rights

Inquire about schools
& scholarships for women

Receive news about laws 
& regulations regarding women rights

Get information about the nearest
woman police station and hostels

Find nearby job 
& training opportunities

Seek health services
in their area

Digitilization of
Ehsaas Program
Ehsaas program aims for eliminating discrimination, poverty eradication, 
capitalization on human resource and lift lagging districts nation-wide.NITB is 
dynamically involved in developing website, monitoring tools, intercommuni-
cation and procurement of digital solutions.

e-Health
NITB plays a vital role in enabling patients to play an active role in their treatment, provision of 
medical services in rural and under severed areas by reducing administrative cost and other 
expenses of clinical transactions with many other medical services for citizens comfort.

Automation of
CDA
NITB executed a PSDP project for Capital Development Authority. It facilitated CDA in improving 
internal communication, the interconnectivity of the CDA offices through secured internet, 
enabling prompt delivery services to the Citizens and provide appropriate access information on 
working of Capital Development Authority, thus enhancing transparency.

HMIS Integration at PIMS
& Children Hospital Islamabad
NITB has marked it’s achievement in the health industry by the successful implementation of 
the Health Management Information System for the improvement of patient services through 
better management and an efficient use of available resources both human and financial.

Dr. Sania Nishtar
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Special Assistant to
the Prime Minister on Poverty
Alliviation and Social Protection

Thanks@NationalITBoard  for technically 
supporting me and my colleagues during the eid 
holidays to develop the @Ehsaas_Pk@/Poverty 
Alleviation and Social Safety Division 
website, which we hope to launch shortly
@i_ratyal @ShabahatAShah



It is an e-Health application, aiming to serve the citizen with a 
single Platform for reporting the Dengue Cases to the administra-
tion in order to control the widespread disease by taking preven-
tive measures against the origin of the Dengue Virus.

e-Stamping
E-stamping is a portal in designing phase by NITB for issuance of the 
Stamp Paper for both the seller and buyer in which the State Bank of 
Pakistan has the role of Guarantor.

Smart Office
Smart office will help to automate the government business processes by 
providing a unified communication platform. It will integrate better and more 
secure email messaging services, VoIP based text, audio and video confer-
encing, paperless faxing facility and content management system.

Digital
Locker 
NITB is going towards the next level of smart governance through the 
digital locker portal. It is a Central secure portal for storing, sharing 
and signing documents digitally. It aims at facilitating government 
business processes and increase efficiency in services offered to 
citizens.

President Initiative for
Cyber Efficient Parliament
The Honorable President of Pakistan has directed to launch a major 
program (President Initiative for cyber efficient Parliament) that will 
enable Senators and Members of the National Assembly to conduct 
Parliamentary business through State-of-the-art cyber tools and 
techniques.
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Wafaq-e-Mohtasib
Wafaq-e-Mohtasib is an android application developed 
by NITB. It facilitates timely justice to the citizens in an 
efficient and transparent manner. 
Cases are readily resolved within a timeframe of 60 
days with expert technical support from NITB.

Every case is readily 
resolved within a

timeframe of 60 days 
with expert technical 
support from NITB

NITB was a part of 3-days 19th ITCN 
Asia, International exhibition and 
conference, held at Karachi expo 

center.

19th ITCN Asia
2019

NITB has taken some key steps in 
designing & developing o�cial 
website and logo of President of 
Pakistan.
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